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The Impact Of Water And Soil Electrical
Conductivity And Calcium Carbonate On Wheat
Crop Using A Combination Of Fuzzy Inference
System And GIS
Kazem Aliabadi, Hadi Soltanifard
Abstract: Regarding population growth, reduction of food resources, issues of water scarcity, droughts, and water and soil pollution, there is no doubt
that agriculture in the form of science and by up to date technologies such as GIS and expert systems like fuzzy inference system would be important. In
this study, the performance of wheat with attend to soil electrical conductivity, electrical conductivity of the water, and the percentage of calcium
carbonate and using a combination of GIS and fuzzy inference system is acceptance and analysis of several parameters simultaneously. If parameters
increase, the accuracy will be improved. Inference system estimated the performance using soil EC, water EC, and calcium carbonate in soil as input
parameters and also analyzing them. With respect to the results of fuzzy inference system, 76 percent of accuracy for the method of Mamdani and 52
percent of accuracy for the method Sugeno were achieved.
Index Terms: Fuzzy inference system, Water electrical conductivity, Soil electrical conductivity, Calcium carbonate, GIS
————————————————————

1

INTRODUCTION

2 REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Wheat as a strategic and economical product including
important crops grown in farms. Its importance is because of
the highest share of total cultivated area in the region.
However, nowadays, organization and promotion of soil and
water resources management have a basic and important role
in the development of agricultural production and crop
generation. Although more than half a century of research is
on the content of saline soil and water issues, in the last
decade of the twentieth century, dramatic changes in
applicable saline water and modified saline soils have
emerged to increase efficiency in agriculture. Application of the
information in different decisions and plans has been made
more and more careful decisions and more accurate
programs. Determining the potential CULTIVATION of each region
with attends to soil and water conditions is a method that can
create a logical and consistent stable relationship among
natural ability of environment, need of communities, and
human activities and uses. Geographic information system
with features such as, the ability to obtain and exchange a
variety of sources, organization, retrieving and displaying data,
analysis of various data and possibility to provide multiple
services is introduced as an efficient tool in the planning and
evaluation of multi-agent (Cream, 2005, page 95). Combining
GIS with fuzzy logic approach provides a relatively new land
evaluation (Badenki, 2004). Combining these two methods is
more flexible and reflects human ingenuity and intelligence
more and more in making decisions. Fuzzy inference is
considered as a deduction for mathematical modeling in
imprecise and ambiguous processes, uncertainty about data
and imprecision associated with the awareness of decision
makers in assigning precise criteria, and thus provides a
context for modeling uncertainly (Badenko&Baja et al,2002;
Kurtener 2004).
___________________________
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In a research by Kartner and colleagues (2005), it was
conducted to explore the relationships between soil factors
and wheat farms using fuzzy inference system which was a
very important step in support of spatial decisions in
agricultural technology. Reshmidevi and colleagues(2009) in
their study of fuzzy inference system using an integrated
approach with GIS identified potential agricultural ability of
catchment basin in western Bangal. In this study, a weighted
linear combination and combining Yatgar were used. In the
studied area.Yatgar was more suitable than weighted linear
combination. Tirmbla and colleagues (2010) used fuzzy
inference system for nitrogen fertilizer and soil fertility in the
crop wheat. According to their findings, the best place to grow
wheat was one with a small amount of soil electrical
conductivity, high altitude and low slope. The most important
result of their study was a reduction of 170 kg nitrogen per
hectare to 41 kg per hectare which represented the strength of
fuzzy inference system compared with other expert systems.

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
Area under study: Sabzevar city is geographically located in
the circuit 35 degrees and 25 minutes to 36 degrees and 57
minutes in north altitude and the meridian of 56 degrees, 37
minutes and 58 degrees and 17 minutes in eastern longitude
and its weather is cold and dry. The main water sources for
growing crops are provided in the location of groundwater
(Sabzevar Agriculture Organization, 2011). According to
studies by relevant agencies, the hydraulic head loss is
increasing because of indiscriminate withdrawal of
groundwater in this area. This caused an influx of brine from
the South and East sides and will bring long-term risk of
chemical contamination.In general, the assessment of land
suitability for agricultural production in a region is vital and it
should have been considered environmental factors and the
human conditions (FarajZadeh et al, 2007, 359).One of these
factors is the amount of soil and water salinity.
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Areas without water wells are actually with high gradients and
lacking cultivable land. The framework and procedure of this
study have been showed in the following:
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Fig. 1: the studied area

Data: In this study, water EC, soil EC and calcium carbonate
of soil are used as input to fuzzy inference system. 1500 water
samples and 150 soil samples that the amount of calcium
carbonate and electrical guidance has been tested.
Distribution of used water and soil data is illustrated in figures
2 and 3, respectively:
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Fig. 2: Distribution of Tested Soil Samples
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Fig. 5: The Procedure of Wheat Crop Yield
Estimation
Fig. 3: Distribution of water wells
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Data analysis in GIS: Soil and water samples are tested in
GIS environment and outliers have been removed.
Considering that the acceptable input for fuzzy inference
system is matrix, an accurate interpolation should firstly be
done and then raster files converted in to excel which is
acceptable as input for FIS system. For calculation and
analysis, the amount of RMSE has been the main criteria for
using or not using the interpolation. Due to the accuracy and
importance of this subject, it has been tried data values in
interpolation not changed. Data are interpolated using IDW
method and interpolated maps with pixel size of 200 m have
been shown in the following:

Fig. 6.c: Interpolated map of studied area based on soil
calcium carbonate

White colored areas in the studied area have the flow above of
5 percent that are not suitable ones for wheat crop

Fig. 6.a: Interpolated map of studied area based on soil
electrical conductivity

Fuzzy systems and fuzzy inference system: One of the
main features of GIS is the ability of modeling. Most
conventional tools in modeling, reasoning and calculation have
exact nature and are clear and precise in terms of structure. In
other words, it is assumed that parameters in a specified
model do not exactly reflect our understanding of the
phenomena or characteristics of actual modeled system and is
not ambiguous. But, actual situations in most cases are
ambiguous or uncertain and the future state of system may not
fully be known because of the lack of knowledge or
awareness. Facing with these uncertainties, several models
based on probability theory, the logic of non-uniform, intervals
theory, and theory of fuzzy sets have been proposed and each
of these models is appropriate for a special type of uncertainty
(Samadzadegan and colleagues, 2007, p174). Fuzzy
inference system consider join of an element rankly and the
degree of membership is stated by zero or one (Efati and
Rajabi, 2011, p5). In this theory, each element is allowed a
degree of dependency on a set and membership in a fuzzy set
states a level of certainty or uncertainty (Anyglbrcht, 2007). To
design and make a fuzzy inference system, it must be
performed the following steps:
-

Fig. 6.b: Interpolated map of studied area based on
water electrical conductivity

-

Determining a rule system, fuzzy foundation based on
observed data
Front and consequent parts of fuzzy membership
using fuzzy memberships
Combination of different parts of front section in each
rule followed by determining of extent and effect of the
rule at the final output system
Combination of consequent section of rules to obtain
the final output of the system in the form of a fuzzy set
Converting the final output of system to a classical
non-fuzzy
number
by
non-fuzzy
methods
(Koorepazan, 2007).

In fuzzy inference system, the basic idea is similar to the
expression of human thought and knowledge as linguistic
variables (Menhaj and Nesaji, 2000, p32). Each linguistic
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variable can have different values that called linguistic values.
In this study, linguistic variables are classifies to a set of
awkward, somewhat affordable, convenient and very
affordable. Since the fuzzy theory is intended to simulate the
human way of reasoning, hence the fuzzy membership
functions have been used. The purpose of determination of
membership functions is constant weighting to factors. In this
state, the weight of each pixel is obtained based on the pixel
value of membership in the fuzzy set and on suitable factor.
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Fig. 7: Fuzzys for Fuzzy Inference System (Fong, 2010)

Fuzzy making: In this stage, membership functions are
considered for each input variable to take certain inputs in to
fuzzy ones and put in fuzzy inference system. Triangular
membership functions are defined as follows:

Membership functions of this study are the combination of all
three membership functions mentioned above.
Rules base: Rules base is a set of rules that linguistic
variables are used. The number of linguistic values of each
variable and its membership functions has a direct effect on
the base argument. I can be said that the most important part
of a fuzzy inference system is development of rules base and
the reason is that all output accuracy of a fuzzy inference
system is its rules base. Another noteworthy point is all
information from which the rules base is created. With respect
to the performed operations and in identical conditions of
electrical conductivity of water, electrical conductivity of soil
and calcium carbonate in the studied area, performance of
product is different. There are two main methods to determine
fuzzy rules: the first one is using expert knowledge and the
second one is using instructions like neural network. The basis
of rules base in this study is based on expert knowledge. Two
processes of input fuzzy making and fuzzy operators in two
methods of Mamdani and Sugeno are quite similar. The only
difference of these two methods is that output membership
function in Sugeno is linear or deterministic. According to
phasing input parameters and yields in the software MATLAB,
fusion model in fuzzy inference system as suitable model and
the type of input/output, combining layers and converting them
in to raster as optimal processing of layers in GIS environment
are chosen. According to the results of fuzzyd layers and its
display in the software ARCGIS, appropriate places for wheat
crop are identified based on water and soil parameters and its
performance.

4

S membership functions are defined as follows:

Trapezoidal Membership Function:The choice of a shape for
each particular linguistic variable is both subjective and
problem dependent (Kecman, 2001). In this study, three
membership functions: trapezoidal, triangular and S
membership functions are used in order to determine the
degree of membership of an area to the fuzzy set. A
trapezoidal membership function can be defined as follows:

(3)
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After raster maps of electrical conductivity of soil, water and
calcium carbonate and converting them in to excel as data
base and fuzzy inference system input and also attending to
performance of wheat crop, it should be paid on membership
functions in each input of inference system and then should
estimated the relationship between the membership function
or building rules base and weighting these rules. The number
of defined rules must be such that water and soil conditions in
each pixel of a region are based on one specified rule.
Because one pixel without any encompassed rules makes the
software MATLAB as operator of inference system randomly
choose one number as the main output for the stated pixel that
may less the accuracy of output. Increasing the electrical
conductivity of soil, water and percentage of calcium
carbonate of soil, the amount of performance would be
decreased. The fuzzy inference system works are as follows:
the first pixel is taken from the first image or variable, the first
pixel is taken from the second image or variable and the first
pixel is taken from the third image or variable. Then it checks
to put three pixels in relevant rules (if-then rules). The final
output of three pixels is a pixel that related to the rules on the
basis of input pixels. This process is done for all pixels and
finally one image is presented as the output of fuzzy inference
system. Regarding the weakness of MATLAB in illustrating the
output of inference system on the format of map and capability
of ARC GIS in reading the output of inference system and
analysis of this output, this software has been applied for
presentation and analysis of inference system.
Results and processing of standards in GIS: Correct and
optimum performance in GIS is greatly dependant on input
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variables and the more important point is the rules that are
defined for fuzzy inference system. The output of this system
are shown with three input parameters of electrical
conductivity of water, electrical conductivity of soil and
percentage of calcium carbonate of soil and by two methods of
Mamdani and Sugeno as in the following:

Fig. 8.b: the output of fuzzy inference system based
on Sugeno method

To check the accuracy of the output of fuzzy inference system
with two methods of Mamdani and Sugeno, the performance
of 67 soil points with suitable dispersion in the region have
been examined and the correlation with the output has been
calculated.
Table 1: check the accuracy of the output of fuzzy inference
system with two methods of Mamdani and Sugeno

Mamdani
Sugeno

R2
0.76
0.52

Regression Coefficients

b  0.183
b  1.996

higher. According to Table1, the value of R2 for the method
Mamdani is 0.76 and for the method Sugeno is 0.52. Mamdani
with the difference 0.24 is closer to 1 and its accuracy is more
than Sugeno ones in this study. The main reason is related to
the design of inference system and definition of membership
functions for input and output variables. If the output variable
(the level of performance in this study) is discrete, it would be
better to use Mamdani with continuous output and in the cases
with discrete outputs, Sugeno will be more accurate. In this
research, the output or the performance of wheat crop is
continuous; hence Mamdani would be more accurate than
Sugeno.
The examination of studied points with unreal
performance: Perceived areas of land that are used in
calculating the accuracy are differentiated with the results of
fuzzy inference system (Mamdani and Sugeno). The
difference is one tone per hectare. However, there are points
in the output of inference system that have differentiated from
statistics of Sabzevar agriculture more than one tone per
hectare increasingly or decreasingly. Some of these locations
have identified and its water and soil samples are tested and
the obtained results are not significantly different from the
values I interpolated maps introduced to fuzzy inference
system. But, as mentioned, there are a difference more than
one tone per hectare increasingly or decreasingly that with
regard to experts' findings, the following is the main reason of
this difference:
1) Farm management
Repeated plants and neglect to nourishing soil that
makes poor soil
Excessive use of chemical fertilizers that causes
changes in soil electrical conductivity
Excessive use of groundwater tables that causes
changes in water electrical conductivity that finally
changes soil electrical conductivity
2) Due to lack of water wells, in some parts of the studied
area, fuzzy inference system have produced output by
two parameters of soil calcium carbonate and soil
electrical conductivity

Fig. 8.a: the output of fuzzy inference system based on
Mamdany method

Methods
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a  1.084
b  1.996

Closing the amount of R2 to 1, the accuracy would have been

The amount of performance in some farms is more than the
amount of performance is presented by fuzzy inference
system. With respect to Mamdani processes, the only reason
is farmers' strong management that using modern systems of
drip irrigation, fertilizers, annual test of water, and eliminate the
need of plants in terms of water and soil deficits make higher
performance compared to other farmers.

4 CONCLUSION
According to characteristics of fuzzy inference system, such as
the ability to work with large amounts of spatial data, high
flexibility, provide proper output, using a variety of analysis
functions, feature coding, connection to software (GIS,Arc),
and optimal decision makings expand use of this model in
different organizations with various goals. One of the purposes
of applying this method is selection of a suitable place on
earth with regard to certain terms and conditions to make
optimal decisions. This purpose is discussed in different
applications, such as agriculture, resource management, and
environment and so on. The relationship between this method
and GIS makes regulate human relationships with
environment in order to take advantages of reasonable
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operation of all features and functionalities. Hence, logical and
scientific decisions to locate of plants, management, and
organizing are considered as the main important objectives in
agriculture. Also, this model with high reliability and flexibility in
terms of defining input types and sorts of membership
functions are designed and implemented through several
stages: identifying, developing standards, database design,
data preparation and integration, test and evaluation,
implementation and finally, management, maintenance and
development of the system of design. With respect to the
results obtained from fuzzy inference system, more larger the
land used for growing wheat crop, more real the system
output. Central parts of the studied area contain water with
high electrical conductivity that is increased yearly and it
makes some changes of soil electrical conductivity, i.e.
damage to environment. As a result, it is suggested to use
intact southern regions with high water potential and qualified
soil instead of using water in central regions. Also, designed
fuzzy inference system has estimated the performance of 5.5
tons per hectare for this pat compared to 3.5 tons per hectare
in central part that shows better performance.
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